‘win’ Winn-Dixie or a journey to moral bankruptcy?
Commentary on recent case (USCA11 Case: 17-13467) who was the winner? Review and clarification of statements made on firms
websites vs their own compliance position.
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Introduction.

Winn-Dixie or Lose Dixie? Is ‘Win’ really a ‘loss’ for supermarket chain and those with
disabilities?
The judgment in the Winn-Dixie case has finally been revealed: those hoping to see legal clarity,
and the establishment and big business that support those with disabilities, will be less than
satisfied. But who is the real loser and what will the medium to long-term effect be on how the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) upholds the rights of the disabled to freely access digital
content?
After several years, the US Eleventh Circuit Court finally delivered its ruling in the case against
supermarket chain Winn-Dixie Stores Inc over its alleged breaches of the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA).
To the dismay of many disability groups and plaintiff lawyers, the court found in Winn-Dixie’s favour, ruling
that websites are not places of public accommodation under the ADA. The ruling saw the court reverse
the District Court’s decision which found that the defendant, Winn-Dixie Stores Inc, violated Title III by
failing to maintain a website that is accessible to individuals who are blind or have low vision.
The case, perhaps seen as one of the higher profile in terms of ensuring equal access for all, major
brands not discriminating especially online, against the potential backlash of the news releases by a law
firm involved patting themselves on the back, self-congratulation may not be the most appropriate
direction.
Bearing in mind basics of accessibility, and after fighting a case – the adding alt text to key images like the
logo on your website would be considered, by most – and from accessibility compliance point of view an
improvement.

https://www.fisherbroyles.com/insight/fisherbroyles-partner-susan-v-warner-wins-landmark-case-for-winn-dixie-stores

Website page assessed APR 19th // numerous issues on the page – quick wins could be adding alt text to
the logo.
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Did Winn-Dixie really ‘Win’?

Winn-Dixie may have won the case, but the question remains: why did the company decide to fight this
case? Not only is it costly and distracting, but it’s been going on for years!
Furthermore, the ruling states that certain types of website and digital content CAN be discriminatory
against those with a disability. This surely isn’t an outcome that Winn-Dixie will feel is positive for their
brand and loyal customers, many of whom will have disabilities.
Many believe Winn-Dixie should have worked to make their digital content accessible and comply with the
spirit of the ADA. In all probability, this positive stance would have cost far less, and the resultant PR
would have presented their brand in a positive light.
Some would say this was a lost opportunity to position themselves as champions of the ADA, rather than
to oppose it.
Instead, they sought to fight, choosing to incur the resulting costs, time and distraction from day-to-day
business operations. In the eyes of many their actions have demonstrated a lack of empathy with disabled
customers and prove they position on accommodating all, regardless of ability in relation to their online
needs.
Analysis demonstrates that the Winn-Dixie website scores 1 out 10 on accessibility:
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Further analysis illustrates a number of items that can be beneficial to all if resolved and make the site
more accessible:

Given that Winn-Dixie is a supermarket operator selling essential items, including prescriptions, it would
be reasonable to expect their online operations to fully accommodate customers with all abilities.
What is adding to the confusion over Winn-Dixie’s stance is the comprehensive website accessibility
policy1 on the website of firm’s owners, SE Grocers.
1

https://www.winndixie.com/about/accessibility-statement

In their words:
“At SE Grocers, we’re committed to accessibility. It is our policy to ensure that everyone, including
persons with disabilities, has full and equal access to our digital offerings.”

Case // D.C. Docket No. 1:16-cv-23020-RNS
https://media.ca11.uscourts.gov/opinions/pub/files/201713467.pdf
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Full details of the above extract can be seen here2.
2

https://www.segrocers.com/-/media/media/weekly-bau-content/wk30-2020/SE-Grocers-Website-Accessibility-Policy.pdf

The policy spells out how the firm is meeting the requirements to ensure ADA compliance and is clear
evidence of 'prior knowledge' of the requirement to make their website accessible.
It’s seems like a scenario that flies in the face of the firm’s strenuous legal fight to justify why they
are not required to do exactly what SE Grocers proudly boast they are already doing.
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Was this the lawyers taking over?

Winn-Dixie was represented by law firm, FisherBroyles, which was quick to celebrate the victory, hailing
the appeal decision as a win for businesses. Those celebrations, and now possible confusion or even
excuses for brands mark the fact they have made it more difficult (in the short term, at least) for those with
disabilities to access information and services online.
As a law firm, are they effectively patting themselves on the back, but one has to question:
…..is this inherently wrong, heading towards moral bankruptcy?
Ironically, given the years FisherBroyles has fought the case, they should be well versed in the ADA’s
regulations. However, the law firm’s website displays the most basic of accessibility failures.
AAAtraq’s analysis shows a zero-accessibility score for the FisherBroyles website pages, and simple
failures that include no Alt-text on the company logo (as shown on page 3):

In a world where dependency on digital information and services is rising exponentially, this debate will not
simply go away. The ruling could be seen as supporting a view that ADA does not apply online. However,
we are now so dependent on digital technology and content, and there is more than enough precedent
from prior court rulings to encourage plaintiff lawyers to continue to bring cases under the premise that
firms cannot (and should not) discriminate.
Federal legislators will be under increased pressure to adapt the ADA rules to encompass online activity.
Firms cannot afford to ignore the financial or brand risk, and they should be ready for when Congress
expands the reach and authority of the ADA to ensure full and barrier-free access to all.
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Out in the open

A thin silver lining in this cloud for those seeking clarity on the issue is: had Winn-Dixie decided to simply
have settled the case, the issue of the ADA and how it relates to online content would have been left to
fester.
Perhaps now the matter will be dealt with at a Congressional level as the ruling suggested. If that
happens, it is likely that the medium to long-term will bring more certainty and finality in the approach by
legislators which can only benefit both sides.
In the meantime, the Eleventh Circuit has simply pushed the issue to Congress, leaving other courts with
little or no real technical basis for how they should approach future cases.
This case will remind many of the arguments that occurred when the ADA was initially introduced. In the
early days, organizations argued against the need to install ramps and light switches at accessible levels
and other such systems. The result was those companies which fought the rules and eventually lost
suffered not only financial penalties, but badly undermined their brands and will forever be known as the
ones who fought against disabled rights. Now, it is inconceivable for a new building not to have the
necessary and ADA-compliant physical systems in place.
Eventually this will be understood, accepted and seen as normal for the online environment too, but will
Winn-Dixie and Dominos be remembered as brands that fought against accessibility for all – no matter
what someone’s disability?
A. 11th Circuit – own ADA Page, opps…
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The case continues

There has been a lot of talk in the media regarding the ongoing case both in terms of court hearings and
various statements being made as to how much Winn-Dixie has improved. We’ve re analysed the website
and the report is below.

Full access to the report can be found at:
https://secure.sitemorse.com/summary-priority.html?id=1470485315&smeax_reportkey=e6cd090b
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Navigating the results (audit provided Sitemorse [Sitemorse.com])

Click ‘Report’

Click ‘Accessibility’
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